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Adaptive Reuse and Historic Churches
YOU-KYONG AHN

ABSTRACT— Because function is one of the major factors that define architectural integrity, adaptive reuse is more
controversial than any other preservation strategy. Besides, when a historic church is adaptively reused, preservation of
its integral characteristics is conceived to be very difficult due to its unique physical traits and symbolic meaning. With
regard to these concerns, the literature suggests that the preferences of reuses of the church are based on the reuses’
similarities to the sociocultural and architectural characteristics of the church. The literature rarely explains, however,
how the two characteristics affect perception and preference of the adaptive reuse.
This study asks, “How does function change of historic churches affect perception and preference of these churches?” To reveal how the sociocultural and architectural changes can affect perception and preference of reused historic
churches, the study was designed to control for variations in each dimension and hence establish their relative impact
on preferences. The results of this study show that preference of a reuse should be measured through the interplaying
matrix of the two dimensions: social symbolic and architectural similarities.

INTRODUCTION

C

hurches are rooted in the collective memories
of members of a society and serve as a source
of community identity. Accordingly, preservation architects, city planners, and planning regulators--as well as community and church congregation
members--are concerned with maintaining the integrity and cultural-heritage symbolism of these buildings (Cantacuzino 1989; Cohen and Jaeger 1998; Geva
1995, 2002; Jaeger 2005; Lindberg 2004; Upton 1986;
Vangelova 2005). Still, more and more churches are
abandoned due to “neglect, lack of restoration funding,
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changes in congregation size and income, and the lack
of training in historic building maintenance” (NTHP
2006). One of the solutions to save these buildings is
adaptive reuse of abandoned historic churches (Cantacuzino 1989; Cohen and Jaeger 1998; Jaeger 2005,
7-9; Lindberg 2004, 35-43; Vangelova 2005, 48-49).
As a means of preservation, adaptive reuse is carried out in line with the goal of preserving the historic
integrity of historic buildings (Murtagh 1997, 118). Yet
compared to other preservation methods for saving
historic buildings, such as restoration, adaptive reuse is
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actually controversial in preserving the integrity of historic buildings and regarded as more challenging than
any other preservation method (Crawford 1988; Robert
1991; Denslagen 1994; Murtagh 1997; Powell 1999).
Function creates form, but what is to be done with the
form once the function disappeared? Can the existing
form accommodate the new function? The whole
business of working with existing buildings turns
upon the form/function dialectic: a conversion only
succeeds when there is a good match between new
function and existing form. (Robert 1991, 8)

The difficulty of using adaptive reuse as a preservation
method lies in this functional change. Since function is
considered to be one of the major factors that define the
integrity of a building,1 a collision between original and new
integrities may occur during the course of finding a new
function (Robert 1991; Murtagh 1997, 118; Nelson 2005, 1).
Preservation professionals point out that this formand-function dialogue becomes more difficult in a
historic church than in any other building. This perspective stems from the nature of the unique physical
interior of churches, as well as their symbolic meanings
(Latham 2000). The large volume of a church’s interior
and the quality of natural light (the “holy light”) are integral characteristics of the church. It is difficult to convert
a church to other functions (e.g., office, institutional, or
residential building) without making changes to these
integral features. Furthermore, the sociocultural value
of a church as community symbol makes its members
reluctant to change their church (Cantacuzino 1989;
Cohen and Jaeger 1998; Geva 1995, 2002; Jaeger 2005;
Lindberg 2004; Vangelova 2005). The literature suggests
that professionals express hierarchy in their preferences
in adapting historic churches to new uses. Such preferences rest on these two characteristics: the similarity of
the new function to the sociocultural function of the historic church, and minimal modifications to the original
architecture of the church to accommodate the new use
(Douglas 2002; Latham 2000). The relationship between
these preferences and the perception of adaptive reuse
of historic churches is difficult to define. The objective of this article is to test this existing theory of how
adaptive reuses of churches are perceived and preferred.
PREFERRED ORDER OF ADAPTIVE REUSES OF
HISTORIC CHURCHES
In conjunction with preservation of abandoned
historic churches, scholars and professionals suggest
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desirable ways of converting churches into other functional buildings by referring to both the sociocultural
and architectural symbolic values of the churches. Their
approach resonates with community members’ perceptions and preferences for the reuses of their churches. Both
scholars and professionals contend that moderate changes
in a church’s physical and symbolic characteristics are
perceived as desirable and preferred to major changes.
In this context, Latham (2000) ranked the reuse
functions in the following order: community center,
charitable use, civic roles, recreational use, commercial
use, and residential use. He asserted that community and
civic functions are the most desirable reuses since they
respond to the church’s original critical characteristics:
public and charitable. On the other hand, converting a
church for either retail or residential use is the least favorable, as these options do not match the original cultural
symbolic characteristics of the church and often lead to
radical architectural changes (Latham 2000). Douglas
(2002, 159-60) also provided various adaptive reuses for
churches: “monument, another religious community,
commercial, recreational, residential, mixed residential/
church, and industrial uses.” He expressed a concern
about insensitive reuses that are detrimental to a church’s
critical characteristics. Like Latham, Douglas referred to
the preferred order of reuses by considering the original sociocultural and architectural characteristics of
churches (Douglas 2002, 159-60).
Although Latham (2000) suggested a number of principles for church adaptation, he did not furnish sufficient
explanation for how a new function and its required
physical changes could uphold a church’s cultural and
architectural integrity. Similarly, Douglas (2002) mentioned several reuses (e.g., mountaineering facilities,
restaurants, and apartments) for churches as viable, sustainable, and economic options, without addressing the
impact of the changes on the original architectural and
sociocultural features of churches. Therefore, this study
asks, “How does functional change of historic churches
affect perception and preference of the churches?”
RESEARCH VARIABLES AND HYPOTHESES
To answer the question and pursue the article’s objective, this study explores the independent effects of the
two factors mentioned in the literature--sociocultural
and architectural changes--on preferences of the adaptive reuse of historic churches. This investigation yielded
two major hypotheses: (1) the perception of change in
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function is a major factor that defines preference of adaptive reuse of historic churches, and (2) the preferred order
of adaptive reuse of historic churches is affected by the
interplay between architectural and symbolic changes
(e.g., sociocultural value) made to historic churches.
This study is a quantitative study that tests Douglas
(2002) and Latham (2000)’s claim, which examines how
changes of the two variables--sociocultural and architectural characteristics--influence preferences for adaptive
reuse of historic churches. It is not about general perception and preference of churches, which can be widely
variable in different populations. In addition, the critical
research question of this study targets the importance of
the conceptual image of the reuse in reuse preferences
rather than other tangible variables (e.g., cost, building
codes). This image and its perception are prerequisites
for starting public fundraising or dealing with building code issues. The results of this study may help apply

the literature as a useful reference for adaptive reuse of
historic churches and assist the reused churches in sustaining public support for the visual aspects of the reuse.
RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURE
Typology
Sixteen adaptively used historic churches listed in
the National Register and considered successful reuse
examples2 were selected and studied to develop the
research typology. The inclusion of churches in this
sample was based on the availability of data (e.g., texts,
pictures, drawings), a similar context (urban churches), a
consistent style (Gothic Revival), and a comparable construction time period (late nineteenth to early twentieth
centuries) (see Figure 1).
Based on existing texts, pictures, and photographs
describing the design intention and its subsequent

Fig. 1. Exterior and
interior views of small
church prototype (top
left and right); and
exterior and interior
views of large church
prototype (bottom left
and right). (Drawing by
author.)
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changes, a typology of changes of architectural features
in the interior was developed. First, the study developed
a list of changes in architectural features of the interior
(e.g., floor level, wall, vaulted ceiling, atrium, artificial
light, natural light, clerestory, duct work, pews, altar,
etc.). Second, the list was categorized into five groups
that consist of common architectural characteristics
(e.g., interior volume; light quality; interior finish; HVAC
system; and furniture and specific features related to worship). Finally, the degrees of change in each feature were
marked. Table 1 shows the spectrum of changes and their
variations (e.g., no change, minor modification, additions, relocation, and removal
Throughout this procedure, two architectural

characteristics (interior volume and light quality) were
mentioned more frequently and were considered the most
important. These findings indicate that many architects
recognize the importance of changes made to these two
unique features of church buildings, as shown in the
literature. Subsequently, the changes were analyzed in
this study as minor or major changes in interior volume
and light quality. Based on these analyses, typological
images of the churches and their changes for new uses
were developed.
It should be noted that the developed images--simple
line drawings with minimum colors--were typological
representations of real world examples; as such, they
entailed abstraction and simplification of the examples.

Fig. 2. Example of web
pages asking about participants’ preferences of
new functions. (Screen
shot by author.)
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Table 1. Architectural features and their changes according to building type changes (derived from sample churches
listed in the National Register).
In other words, the created images in this study were not
intended to be photorealistic copies of the external world.
They correspond to three-dimensional mental images
that represent viewers’ visual experiences of churches
in their cognitive nature. Scholars support the validity
of this method, noting the symbolic and communicative values of typology.3 According to the literature, the
values of typology have bearing on the cognitive nature
of human beings and it is the representativeness of
developed images that is most important for increasing
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people’s understanding of spatial images, not the similarity of the images to the real world (e.g., photographs)
(Abu-Obeid 1993; Argan 1996; Kwun 2001; Colquhoun
1996; Mahdjoubi and Wiltshire 2001).
The typologies of changes were created as one-point
perspective images using AutoCAD. One-point perspective was used to represent the symmetric characteristics
of the church. Views of the converted church interiors
from the entry spaces were drawn. To increase the threedimensional feeling, tones and different line weights
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were added to the drawings. To understand the interiors, perspectives of the second floors that are invisible
from the first floors were generated as separate drawings.
Minimal colors were added to the perspectives, such
as yellow and blue to represent lighting, in an effort to
make light-quality changes more easily perceivable by
participants. Photographs of lighting effects relevant to
the changes were included in the typological images for
better description of light-quality changes (see Figure 2).
Research Design
This study was conducted as a 4x2x2x2 split-plot design
where the two major features are interior volume and light,
and the main factors were: the new function (community/
cultural, institutional, commercial, or residential),4 the
nature of change (interior volume and light), the extent of
change (minor or major), and the scale of original church
(large or small). The focus on the two major features
enabled control of variations in architectural changes of
the churches in this study. The researchers coded a variable for “minor” or “major” change of the interior volume
based on the amount of space occupied by substances and
objects (e.g., new floor levels, partitions inserted, pews
removed) in the reuse images. The researchers also coded
a dichotomous variable for either “minor” or “major”
change in light quality as pictured in the drawings based
on the extent of functional light necessary for the new
use, the extent of any structural changes caused by new
lighting devices, and the design of lighting fixtures
(e.g., traditional or modern style). The degree of change
of each feature was randomized independently of each
other. Participants were randomly assigned to major or
minor change of each important feature-interior volume
and light quality. Finally, to increase generalizability of
the findings, the design included two replications of the
original church: a small and a large prototype (see Figure
1). Thus, the factorial design of this study includes thirtytwo different test conditions (see Table 2).
SURVEY
The research material was pretested to increase the
study’s internal validity.5 Based on pretest results, the
survey was designed to be presented to participants as
web pages via computer screens, a method intended
to increase better control and prevent missing data
(Solomon 2001; Wyatt 2000).6
The website consisted of three parts: participant background, adaptive reuse of churches, and perception of new
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uses. Participants were asked to respond to demographic
questions (such as gender, age, ethnicity, academic
department, and hometown). These questions helped
specify the background and limitations of the survey. For
this web-based visual survey, 178 out of 184 participants
completed this survey. They were undergraduate students
enrolled in introductory core academic courses (e.g.,
architecture and philosophy), which resulted in a relatively young participant population engaged with diverse
disciplines and not professionally trained.7 The majority
of the participants were ages eighteen and nineteen, of
European-American descent, and reared in an urban
environment. They were familiar with church buildings
through their worship activity in church.8 Gender was
equally represented in the sample.9
This study recognizes that the representativeness of
the population sample could be considered controversial.
While acknowledging criticism of the external validity
of studies using undergraduate students (Sears 1986), it
should be noted that this study concerns the conceptualization of perceptual attitudes about adaptive reuse of historic
churches, a topic more concerned with internal than with
external validity (Kruglanski and Kroy 1976; Mook 1983).
Following the question phase, participants were
exposed to prototype images of the churches and asked to
rate their initial preferences with respect to the suggested
reuses (see Figure 3). Next, participants were exposed to
changes in the original churches required by each new
function. Two images were presented side by side: the
interior of the original church (prototype) and the interior of the church adapted to a new function. Participants
answered the questions on a scale from 1 to 10 (from “not
at all” to “strongly,” or from “highly unacceptable” to
“highly acceptable”), referring to the images presented.
Participants were asked to rate the dependent variables:
degree of acceptability of the new use, degree of retention
of religious origins, and degree of desirability of the adaptive reuse (see Figure 2). Finally, participants moved on to
questions that asked about the degree of physical changes
in each converted historic church. These questions were
followed by simultaneous presentation of images of the
four adaptive reuses. Participants answered the questions on a scale from 1 to 10 (from “not at all changed”
to “extremely changed”) (see Figure 4). Each of the 178
respondents10 rated each of the 4 proposed new functions
for reuse, producing 712 total rows of data. ANOVA
models control for the lack of independence among ratings by the same respondent by grouping the data on
participant.
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CRITICAL ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES
INTERIOR VOLUME
FUNCTIONS

CHURCH
PROTOTYPES

MINOR
CHANGES

MAJOR
CHANGES

LIGHT QUALITY
MINOR
CHANGES

MAJOR
CHANGES

I
COMMUNITY /
CULTURAL
II

I
INSTITUTIONAL
II

I
COMMERCIAL
II

I
RESIDENTIAL
II

Table 2. Research design: 4 (four reuses) x2 (two architectural features) x2 (major or minor change) x2 (large or small
prototype) split-plot design.

RESULTS
Initial Acceptance of New Functions
Participants’ initial responses to the different functions indicate that community/cultural and institutional
functions were thought to be more acceptable reuses
than commercial or residential reuses. In the case of a
small prototype, the mean acceptances of reusing this
prototype for new function (e.g., community/cultural,
institutional, commercial and residential) were 6.77 (SD
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= 2.460), 5.49 (SD = 2.629), 3.09 (SD = 2.471), and 2.87 (SD
= 2.280) using a 10-point scale ranging from 1 = “highly
unacceptable” to 10 = “highly acceptable.” In the case of
the large church prototype, the means were higher than
those of the small prototype. The means for each new
function were 7.54 (SD = 2.228), 5.8 (SD = 2.478), 3.52
(SD = 2.892), and 3.0 (SD = 2.565), respectively. Statistical
post-hoc analysis yielded significant differences among
the acceptability ratings of the given new functions other
than commercial and residential. The latter two were
not different from one another.11 The statistical analyses
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Fig. 3. Web page asking
participants’ initial preferences of new functions.
(Screen shot by author.)

Degrees of
freedom

Sum of
squares

F-value

p-value

Prototype (large or small church)

1

30.7

2.20

0.14

New function

3

2223.0

199.23

3

10.3

0.92

Independent variable

< 0.0001 ***

2-way interaction effects
New function * prototype
Participant (group)

184

New function * Participant (group)

552

Table 3. ANOVA table for initial acceptability of new function.
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0.43

Fig. 4. Web page asking
about perceptual degree
of changes to the four
adaptive reuses. (Screen
shot by author.)

demonstrate that the new function of the historic church
was the major influential factor on participants’ perceptions (F = 199.230, p < 0.0001) yet the difference
between large and small prototypes was not (see Table 3).
Some participant comments supported these statistical
analyses. They mentioned that an institutional function
is an acceptable reason for reuse since it is conceptually
similar to a church, especially if the church is converted
to an educational facility such as a Bible school. In contrast, participants commented that churches should
not be reused as commercial buildings for economic
benefits (e.g., converting a church to a new restaurant).
They thought that such commercial reuse would be contradictory to the churches’ sociocultural characteristics.

Vo l u m e 6

PERCEPTION OF ACCEPTABILITY OF NEW FUNCTIONS
Repeated measures of ANOVA and Scheffe’s post-hoc
test compared the acceptable degrees of new functions
in reusing prototypical historic churches. The results
showed that new function was the most critical factor
influencing participants’ perception of the degree of
change involved in the adaptive reuses (F = 60.46, p <
0.0001); the relationship between new function and
degree of changes in interior volume was the second
most critical factor (F = 3.50, p = 0.02); and the relationship between new function and prototype (F = 3.074, p
= 0.03) was the third most critical factor. The amount of
change in the degree of light quality was not statistically
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Degrees of
freedom

Sum of
squares

F-value

p-value

1

1.1

0.68

0.79

Internal volume

1

0.4

0.03

0.87

Lighting quality

1

46.5

2.90

0.90

3

678.2

60.46

< 0.0001***

Prototype * interior volume

1

32.2

2.01

0.16

Prototype * lighting quality

1

21.5

1.34

0.25

Interior volume * lighting quality

1

10.6

0.66

0.42

New function * prototype

3

34.5

3.07

0.03

New function * interior volume

3

39.3

3.50

0.02

New function * lighting quality

3

5.2

0.46

0.71

Interior volume * lighting quality

1

54.1

3.37

0.07

New function * interior volume

3

23.8

2.12

0.10

New function * lighting quality

3

5.4

0.48

0.70

3

21.9

1.95

0.12

3

14.1

1.26

0.29

Participant (group)

178

2854.4

New function * participant (group)

534

1996.8

Independent variable
Prototype (large or small church)
Extent of change (major or minor)

New function
2-way interaction effects

3-way interaction effects
Prototype *:

New function *:
Interior volume * lighting quality
4-way interaction effect
New function * prototype * lighting quality * interior volume

Table 4. ANOVA table for acceptability of new function.

significant; the interplay between the extent of changes in
interior volume and light quality rarely influenced participants’ reactions (see Table 4).
Findings show that exposure to the adaptive reuse
images lowered acceptability of the community/cultural
(M = 6.46, SD = 2.285) and institutional functions (M =
4.34, SD = 2.611), while it elevated the acceptable degrees
of the commercial (M = 4.66, SD = 2.874) and residential functions (M = 3.97, SD = 2.754). Therefore, the
acceptability of suggested changes for new functions was

34

ranked in the order of community/cultural, commercial,
institutional, and residential. If we define the midscale
(5) on which the participants rated their evaluations as a
basic cut-off point between acceptable and unacceptable
options, then respondents perceived only the community/cultural reuse as acceptable following exposure to
the new images. Furthermore, results of the post-hoc test
(Scheffe’s) indicate that institutional reuse was as unacceptable as commercial and residential reuses.12
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Degrees of
freedom

Sum of
squares

F-value

p-value

1

5.8

0.31

0.58

Internal volume

1

26.6

1.42

0.23

Lighting quality

1

0.3

0.02

0.90

3

291.6

30.03

< 0.0001***

Prototype * interior volume

1

9.9

0.53

0.47

Prototype * lighting quality

1

55.0

2.94

0.09

Independent variable
Prototype (large or small church)
Extent of change (major or minor)

New function
2-way interaction effects

Interior volume * lighting quality

1

9.0

0.48

0.49

New function * prototype

3

4.2

0.43

0.73

New function * interior volume

3

20.5

2.11

0.10

New function * lighting quality

3

6.5

0.67

0.57

Interior volume * lighting quality

1

6.1

0.33

0.57

New function * interior volume

3

20.5

2.11

0.10

New function * lighting quality

3

6.5

0.67

0.57

3

6.9

0.71

0.54

3

5.8

0.60

0.61

Participant (group)

178

3325.2

New function * participant (group)

534

1728.8

3-way interaction effects
Prototype *:

New function *:
Interior volume * lighting quality
4-way interaction effect
New function * prototype * lighting quality * interior volume

Table 5. ANOVA table for retainability of religious origins of new function.

PERCEPTION OF RETAINABILITY OF RELIGIOUS ORIGINS
When participants were asked to rate the degree to
which the architectural modifications required by the
new function retained the historic church’s religious
origin, only the proposed new function influenced the
participants’ perception of the degree to which religious
origins were retained (F = 30.026, p < 0.0001) (see Table
5). The degree of religious origin retention ranked as
follows: community/cultural (M = 5.60, SD = 2.546),
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commercial (M = 4.96, SD = 2.749), institutional (M =
4.58, SD = 2.687), and residential (M = 3.85, SD = 2.666).
Similar to previous findings, community/cultural reuse
yielded the only mean response above midscale, while
residential function scored the lowest. Adapting a church
for residential use was perceived as the most detrimental
change in maintaining the religious origins of a church.
The results of a post-hoc test (Scheffe’s) indicate that institutional reuse of a historic church keeps as much religious
origin as commercial reuse.13
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PERCEPTION OF DESIRABILITY OF NEW FUNCTIONS
New function (F = 56.803, p < 0.0001), the interaction between new function and the extent of changes in
interior volume (F = 3.333, p = 0.02), and the interaction
between new function and prototype (F = 2.659, p = 0.05)
all influenced the participants’ perceptions of the desirability of the reuse. Light was not found to be a significant
factor (see Table 6).

Independent variable
Prototype (large or small church)

Desirability ranked as follows: community/cultural (M
= 6.13, SD = 2.479), commercial (M = 4.50, SD = 2.874),
institutional (M = 4.22, SD = 2.651), and residential (M
= 3.77, SD = 2.688). Participants perceived the transformation of a historic church into a community/cultural
function as more desirable than all the other options. The
results of the post-hoc test (Scheffe’s) indicate that institutional reuse was as undesirable as both commercial and
residential reuses.14

Degrees of
freedom

Sum of
squares

F-value

p-value

1

0.1

0.00

0.95

Extent of change (major or minor)
Internal volume

1

2.2

0.12

0.73

Lighting quality

1

28.2

1.56

0.21

3

584.4

56.80

< 0.0001 ***

Prototype * interior volume

1

19.5

1.08

0.30

Prototype * lighting quality

1

16.4

0.91

0.34

Interior volume * lighting quality

1

5.5

0.30

0.58

New function * prototype

3

27.4

2.66

0.05

New function * interior volume

3

34.3

3.33

0.02

New function * lighting quality

3

0.9

0.09

0.97

Interior volume * lighting quality

1

57.1

3.16

0.08

New function * interior volume

3

14.0

1.37

0.25

New function * lighting quality

3

18.9

1.84

0.14

3

17.1

1.66

1.75

3

13.6

1.32

0.27

Participant (group)

178

3216.2

New function * participant (group)

534

1831.4

New function
2-way interaction effects

3-way interaction effects
Prototype *:

New function *:
Interior volume * lighting quality
4-way interaction effect
New function * prototype * lighting quality * interior volume

Table 6. ANOVA table for desirability of new function.
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PERCEPTION OF PHYSICAL CHANGES FOR
NEW FUNCTIONS
New functions affected the participants’ perception of the extent of the changes for different reuses
(F = 131.936, p < 0.0001) the most significantly. And
the interaction between new functions and changes
to interior volume (F = 4.024, p = 0.01) influenced the
perception of the degree of changes for the adaptive

reuses. The relationship between new functions and
changes in light quality was not found (see Table 7).
Results of the rated degree of physical change of new
function were in the order of residential (M = 7.95, SD =
2.333), institutional (M = 5.82, SD = 1.933), commercial
(M = 4.92, SD = 2.432), and community/cultural (M =
4.40, SD = 1.927). The result was inversely proportional to
the consistent results of acceptability of the new functions,
degree of retaining religious origin, and desirability of the

Degrees of
freedom

Sum of
squares

F-value

p-value

1

6.9

0.82

0.37

Internal volume

1

0.6

0.07

0.79

Lighting quality

1

0.1

0.01

0.91

3

1352.3

131.94

Prototype * interior volume

1

18.9

2.24

0.14

Prototype * lighting quality

1

10.2

1.21

0.27

Interior volume * lighting quality

1

9.6

1.14

0.29

New function * prototype

3

2.8

0.27

0.85

New function * interior volume

3

41.2

4.02

0.01

New function * lighting quality

3

15.5

1.52

0.21

Interior volume * lighting quality

1

19.4

2.30

0.13

New function * interior volume

3

5.4

0.53

0.66

New function * lighting quality

3

10.1

0.99

0.40

3

4.6

0.45

0.72

3

2.4

0.24

0.87

Participant (group)

178

1505.3

New function * participant (group)

534

1824.4

Independent variable
Prototype (large or small church)
Extent of change (major or minor)

New function

< 0.0001 ***

2-way interaction effects

3-way interaction effects
Prototype *:

New function *:
Interior volume * lighting quality
4-way interaction effect
New function * prototype * lighting quality * interior volume

Table 7. ANOVA table for perceptual degree of change of new function.
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new functions: community/cultural, commercial, institutional, and residential. In addition, the perceived degree
of performed physical changes was almost the same in
both community/cultural and commercial reuses.15
PERCEPTIONS OF ADAPTIVE REUSE OF HISTORIC
CHURCHES: FUNCTIONS AND PREFERENCES
Summary of the Results
The results of this survey demonstrated that new function, the extent of the changes in interior volume, and
the scale of the church prototypes are, respectively, the
first, second, and third most critical factors affecting
participants’ perception of the adaptive reuses of historic
churches. The participants’ initial preferences for adapting new functions in reuse projects of historic churches
were (in order of most favorable to least favorable):
community/cultural, institutional, commercial, and
residential. When participants were exposed to images
of changes to the original historic churches, however, the
results of participant preferences were somewhat different from their initial preferences: community/cultural,
commercial, institutional, and residential. This change in
order between commercial and institutional reuses was
consistent along all scales: acceptability, retainability, and
desirability. The perceived degree of physical changes in
the new function was marked in contrast to the preferred
order of the new function: residential, institutional, commercial, and community/cultural.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, new function influenced the participants’
thought on acceptable reuses of historic churches, which
was in accordance with Latham (2000) and Douglas’s
(2002) theory of preference of reuses: community/cultural, institutional, commercial, and residential (in the
order of most preferred to least preferred). When participants saw the presented images of the reuses, however,
not only new function but also the extent of the changes
in interior volume affected their perception of the reuses.
As a result, participants’ preferred order of the reuses did
not match the preferred order mentioned in the literature.
For instance, participants viewed commercial reuse as
unacceptable because this new function would yield economic benefit just like residential reuse. The economic
profitability seems to have a negative impact on participants’ ideas about transformed historic churches since it
clashes with the churches’ charitable function. For this
reason, commercial reuse was not considered acceptable
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or desirable even though its assessed degree of physical
change was almost the same as that of community/cultural use.
Commercial reuse--thought in the literature to be less
conceptually acceptable than institutional reuse--was
perceived by survey participants as similarly acceptable
to institutional reuse. Participants perceived the commercial reuse as producing less physical change than
institutional reuse. Participants’ perception of the degree
of physical change led to an altered order of participants’
preference of the new functions: community/cultural,
commercial, institutional, and residential (in the order
of most preferred to least preferred).
Therefore, these findings support the two hypotheses
of this study (see section on “Research Variables and
Hypotheses”). As demonstrated in the literature, it can
be argued that perception of the preferred new functions
for historic churches includes a preference to preserve as
much of the symbolic function of the original church as
possible and a desire for “least change.” This study suggests, however, that perception and preference of adaptive
reuse of historic churches should be regarded as a result
of the interplaying matrix of two tangible and intangible dimensions: architectural and sociocultural. The
dynamics of the two should be integrated with churches’
reuse processes to maintain the significance of historic
churches as community symbols while also accommodating new functions.
This research illustrates how cognitive science studies can be integrated into historic preservation and how
quantitative results can support and augment the phenomena of adaptive reuse in a qualitative field such as
historic preservation. In addition, the findings can be
used as background information to develop a set of guidelines and training sessions pertaining to adaptive reuse
of historic churches for design professionals and community members.
It should be noted that the survey settings (e.g., size
of computer screens used by participants to conduct
this survey on the web and the resolution settings) were
beyond the control of the researcher. In addition, this
research was limited by the participants’ age, ethnicity, and religion and the sample size was limited to only
sixteen adaptively reused historic churches representing
only one specific architectural style. Internal validity was
more important in this study. However, future research
would be strengthened by the creation of a more controlled survey setting, inclusion of other architectural
styles and churches in rural settings, and invitation of
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more diverse population samples. Lastly, in the study,
changes in light quality were not significantly influential in the three categories: acceptability, religious origin
retention, and desirability. It would be informative to
reexamine the influence of light quality using more specific features of light and better representing the various
factors influencing light quality (e.g., interior finishes,
colors, natural light, and weather conditions).
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ENDNOTES
1. Morton says that integrity of a building is defined by several
major attributes: style, workmanship, setting or location, materials,
building type or function, and continuity. Therefore, all or some of
these characteristics should be preserved to maintain its integrity
(Murtagh 1997, 118).
2. The sixteen church samples were presented as examples of
successful adaptive reuse of historic churches in that the reused
churches support community people’s contemporary social and
economic needs and still serve their functions as community
symbol (Coryel 2005; NTHP and PSP 2005; NTHP 2006).
3. Typology is the outcome of analyzing a building in terms of basic
design components by averaging existing architectural features that
appeal to people in the form of a “mental abstract image” (AbuObeid 1993, 146; Argan 1996; Kwun 2001).
4. The reuse options in the experiment correspond to those
described in the literature.
5. For the pretests, six classes of Design Communication Foundation
(ENDS 115) were used: five classes consisted of non-architecture
students (construction science students) and one class included
architecture students. In total, one hundred and forty-five students
participated in the pretests, which were conducted in a classroom.
The procedure of the tests was as follows:
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(1) The perspective images of typologies were presented on a plasma
screen.
(2) A set of questionnaires was given to the participants.
(
3) The duration time of a pretest was approximately thirty minutes.
(4) All testing was conducted in an interior classroom.
The data set that originated from the architecture group was
compared to the construction-science group and the test results
were similar. Because there were no notable differences between the
two groups, the data were combined.
6. The large amount of missing responses in the pretest dataset
suggested that instructions to the experiment’s parts were
misunderstood, the experiment was not effectively controlled, the
duration time was too long to keep participants’ attention, or all of
the above. In an attempt to rectify these possible shortcomings, the
experiment was converted into a web-based survey. In addition to
its efficiency as an experimental procedure, a web-based experiment
typically provides clear instructions, increased compliance, and
better control and prevention of missing data (Solomon 2001;
Wyatt 2000). The maximum duration time was reduced from thirty
minutes to ten in order to sustain the participants’ attention during
the entire session of the experiment, as well as to increase the
number of volunteers because no explicit incentives were given to
the participants (e.g., credit points, money).
To reduce the duration of this experiment, the required free-end
questions that were included in the pretest questionnaire were
removed. Instead, participants were given the opportunity to write
comments at the end of the web survey. In addition, based on the
finding that 95 percent of the pretest participants were Christians,
the question regarding religious affiliation was eliminated.
7. Still, the majority of the participants in this visual preference
survey were architecture students (29.5 percent). And 71 percent
of these architecture students were freshman-year students. Given
the nonprofessional status of these participants and their relative
conservative makeup, as well as taking into account that many of
the students reported they visit churches often, this specific sample
can reasonably represent reactions similar to those of other student
subjects regarding church modifications (Kruglanski and Kroy
1976; Mook 1983; Sears 1986).
8. Of the participants, 50.5 percent were ages 18 and 19, 47.8 percent
were older than 19 and younger than 30, and 0.5 percent were in
their 30s (1.1 percent declined to answer the age question). Most of
the students were of European-American descent (82.8 percent).
Among the remaining 17.2 percent, 9.1 percent were Hispanics, 2.2
percent were Asian or Asian-Americans, 1.6 percent were African
or African Americans, 1.1 percent were Middle Easterners, and 1.6
percent identified themselves as mixed racial descent (1.6 percent
declined to answer the ethnicity question). Additionally, 60.2
percent were raised in urban settings and 32.3 percent in rural
settings, while 7.5 percent provided no data. We did not include
a question on the participants’ religion, but we asked them about
their familiarity with church buildings on a scale ranging from
1 to 5 (with 1 being the least familiar and 5 the most familiar).
The mean result of this question was 3.3, which indicated that the
majority of the participants in the survey were familiar with church
buildings, with 87.1 percent indicating that their familiarity was
due to their level of church involvement. Other major activities
that influenced their familiarity with church buildings were their
engagement in community events (38.8 percent) and tours (3.2
percent). The major activity at their respective churches that led to
their familiarity regarding church was worship-service attendance
(87.1 percent). Engagement in community events (38.8 percent) and
tours (3.2 percent) followed this order of major activities., while 5.9
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percent of the participants did not provide any information for this
demographic question.

Latham, Derek. 2000. Creative Reuse of Buildings: Vol. II.
Shaftesbury, UK: Donhead Publishing.

9. Regarding gender, 50 percent of the participants were males and
48.9 percent females; 1.1 percent provided no data.

Lindberg, Jim. 2004. “Issue-based Preservation: The Prairie Churches
of North Dakota Project.” Forum Journal, 18 (4): 35-43.

10. 178 out of 184 participants completed the survey.

Mahdjoubi, Lamine, and John T. Wiltshire. 2001. “Towards a
Framework for Evaluation of Computer Visual Simulations in
Environmental Design.” Design Studies, 22 (2): 193-209.

11. Significance level: p < 0.05.
12. Significance level: p < 0.05.
13. Significance level: p < 0.05.
14. Significance level: p < 0.05.
15. Significance level: p < 0.05.
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